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RUFF STUFF DOG SERVICES INC.
(RSDS)
Waiver Form
Owner:__________________________________
Name of Dog:_____________________________
Address:
___________________________________________________________________
Mark
With X

___________________________________________________________________
Telephone: ______________________

E-Mail: ______________________

1. I, _______________________ , warrant that by signing this waiver I
have read and agree to and understand all of its terms.
2. I understand there are risks inherent in having my dog taken out for walks by
RSDS. I also understand the special risks of having my dog walked off-leash
by RSDS, as well as the risks of having my dog interacting with other dogs,
people, cyclists, horses and motorized vehicles. I acknowledge that it is not
always possible for RSDS to prevent any injuries that may be caused by RSDS
taking my dog out for exercise.
3. I would like my dog to be walked ( ) on leash ( ) off leash in parks
and on walking/hiking trails by RSDS if/when boarding with RSDS.
4. I understand there are risks inherent in having my dog attend the daycare
and/or boarding facilities of RSDS. I also understand the special risks of
having my dog interacting with other dogs and people. I acknowledge that it is
not always possible for RSDS to prevent any injuries that may be caused by
RSDS taking care of my dog.
5. I will be responsible for the actions of my dog if he/she causes any damage
whatsoever, including but not limited to damage or injury to other dogs,
people or objects while under the care of RSDS.
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6. I understand and agree that RSDS is not responsible for any injury or damage
from any cause whatsoever caused to or by my dog while he/she is under
RSDS’s care; provided that RSDS has taken reasonable precautions to prevent
such injury or damage, and I agree to indemnify RSDS, its directors,
shareholders, employees and servants from any loss, injury or damage they
may suffer as a result of my dog or any damage to me or my family as result
thereof.
7. I warrant that my dog is suitable to be taken out and/or cared for by RSDS
and is not aggressive towards people or animals. My dog is obedient and
capable of following instructions. I will immediately advise RSDS of any
problems with my dog that could affect his/her behaviour, health or suitability
for the walks or runs or any kind of exertion.
8. I agree to ensure that:
a. When boarding my dog will be sent to RSDS with a proper fitting
martingale collar or body harness to be worn while being walked by
RSDS.
b. My dog will be sent to RSDS with a proper fitting flat collar to be worn
while at the daycare facility or at the boarding facility property.
9. I agree to have my dog licensed and to attach the applicable license and an ID
tag to the martingale collar/body harness of my dog.
10. I understand that RSDS is unable to handle any dogs in heat and I will
immediately advise RSDS if there is any chance that my dog may be in heat. I
understand that this situation could cause considerable danger while in RSDS’s
care and must be avoided for the safety of other people and animals.
11. I understand that RSDS has a 72-hour cancellation policy for all boarding
reservations. If I cancel previously booked boarding services and don’t give
RSDS a minimum of 72 hours notice, I will be charged in full for the canceled
service.
12. I understand that RSDS has a 24-hour cancellation policy for all daycare
reservations. If I cancel previously booked daycare services and don’t give
RSDS a minimum of 24 hours notice, I will be charged in full for the canceled
service.
13. I agree to pick up my Dog prior to closing time. It is hereby
acknowledged that should I fail to pick up the Dog before closing time
or the agreed upon time between you (the Client) and Ruff Stuff Dog
Services Inc., a $15 late fee will be charged every 15 minutes after
the agreed upon pick up time. RSDS reserves the right to implement
these charges upon their discretion.
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14. I understand that there are risks involved in having my dog cared for by
RSDS and that dogs may be injured while in the care of RSDS. I authorize
RSDS to take my dog to the nearest veterinarian considered to be the most
suitable by RSDS, its directors, shareholders, employees or servants who
is/are caring for my dog, should RSDS deem it necessary. I agree to pay all
vet care expenses required or advised, in the opinion of the vet, to the
amount of $500 or $
. If the care will exceed that amount I know
that RSDS will attempt to contact me at the telephone numbers I have given
in this waiver form. If they cannot reach me, RSDS is authorized to use their
best judgment in deciding whether to proceed with any form of treatment
recommended by the vet, whether the cost of such treatment exceeds $500
or otherwise, and I agree to pay for all such care. I agree to pay RSDS $30
per hour for the time needed to take my dog to the veterinarian.
15. I understand that having my dog in the company and environment of other
dogs may involve risks regarding the contraction of illness. I understand that
even proper, regular vaccinations cannot completely guard dogs against
illness and disease, and that RSDS cannot in any way prevent, nor are they
responsible for, any illness that my dog might contract.
16. All dogs enrolled with RSDS must have received their puppy booster
vaccinations as follows:
• 6 weeks - Canine distemper, measles, para influenza and parvovirus
• 8 – 12 weeks - DHLPP (distemper, hepatitis, leptospirosis, para influenza
and parvovirus) corona and rabies
• 16 weeks - DHLPP and corona
• 16 weeks or later - Bordatella (as an additional precaution for dogs in
contact with high numbers of other dogs)
Please check one of the following:
17. ( ) I will ensure that my dog is, and will be kept, currently vaccinated to help
prevent the spread and contraction of these diseases.
OR
18. ( ) I have consulted with a holistic veterinarian and have chosen not to
continue with regular vaccinations. I understand that the puppy boosters are
mandatory and I warrant that they have been administered as stated above.
I understand all possible health risks associated with my decision and take full
responsibility for any repercussions or illness that my dog may contract.
19. I agree that the Dog may be videotaped, photographed, and/or recorded and
that these videos and images may be used in association with the Ruff Stuff
Dog Services Inc. brand on-line and in print. I will be given copies upon my
request.
20. I agree that Ruff Stuff Dog Services Inc. reserves the right to permanently
remove a Dog from walking, daycare and/or boarding services at anytime.
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Agreed to and accepted this

day of

, 20_____.

____________________________________________________________
Owner’s Signature
Witness’s Signature
____________________________________________________________
Owner’s Name (please print)
Witness’s Name (please print)
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